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Abstract
Given any subset A of ω1 there is a proper partial order which forces that the predicate x ∈ A and the predicate x ∈ ω1\A can be
expressed by ZFC-provably incompatible Σ3 formulas over the structure 〈Hω2 ,∈, N Sω1 〉. Also, if there is an inaccessible cardinal,
then there is a proper partial order which forces the existence of a well-order of Hω2 definable over 〈Hω2 ,∈, N Sω1 〉 by a provably
antisymmetric Σ3 formula with two free variables. The proofs of these results involve a technique for manipulating the guessing
properties of club-sequences defined on stationary subsets of ω1 at will in such a way that the Σ3 theory of 〈Hω2 ,∈, N Sω1 〉 with
countable ordinals as parameters is forced to code a prescribed subset of ω1. On the other hand, using theorems due to Woodin it
can be shown that, in the presence of sufficiently strong large cardinals, the above results are close to optimal from the point of
view of the Levy hierarchy.
c© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and background
The present article deals with the problem of finding optimal definitions of well-orders of the reals and other
objects. More precisely, it addresses the following two questions:
Question 1. Suppose A is a subset of ω1. Suppose we are given the task of going over to a nice set-forcing extension1
in which A admits a simple definition Φ(x), without parameters, over the structure 〈Hω2,∈〉 (or over some natural
extension of this structure, like 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 〉). What is the lowest degree of logical complexity that can be attributed
to a definition Φ(x) for which we can perform the above task?




1 So, if nice is to be interpreted as preserving stationary subsets of ω1 in the ground model – which indeed is the interpretation that we shall
adopt – and A is a stationary and co-stationary subset of ω1, then A will remain stationary and co-stationary in the extension.
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Question 2. What is the lowest possible degree of logical complexity of formulas for which there is a formulaΦ(x, y)
(again without parameters) with that complexity and with the property that we can go over to a set-forcing extension
in which the set of real numbers admits a well-order defined by Φ(x, y) (again over the structure 〈Hω2,∈〉 or over
some natural extension of it)?
We will measure logical complexity by means of the familiar Levy hierarchy
⋃
n<ω{Σn, Πn} of formulas. Recall
that the Σn and Πn formulas of a language extending the language of set theory are defined by specifying that a
formula is Σ0 (equivalently, Π0) if all of its quantifiers are restricted2 and by specifying, for n > 0, that a formula
is Σn (respectively, Πn) if it is of the form (∃x)ϕ for a Πn−1 formula ϕ (respectively, if it is of the form (∀x)ϕ
for a Σn−1 formula ϕ). We may also say that a formula ϕ(x0, . . . , xk) is Δn if there is a Σn formula ϕ0 and a
Πn formula ϕ1 such that ϕ is logically equivalent to both ϕ0 and ϕ1 (that is, if (∀x0, . . . , xk)[(ϕ(x0, . . . , xk) ↔
ϕ0(x0, . . . , xk)) ∧ (ϕ(x0, . . . , xk) ↔ ϕ1(x0, . . . , xk))] holds). It is clear that Σn ∪ Πn ⊆ Δn+1 ⊆ Σn+1 ∩ Πn+1
holds for every n < ω. Also, note that, in any model M of ZF without the Power Set Axiom, if P is a definable
class in M and ϕ(x0, . . . , xk) is a formula of the language of the structure 〈M,∈, P〉, then there is some formula
ψ(x0, . . . , xk) ∈⋃n<ω{Σn, Πn} (of the same language) such that, in 〈M,∈, P〉, ϕ(x0, . . . , xk) is logically equivalent
to ψ(x0, . . . , xk). In other words, the Levy hierarchy provides a classification, up to logical equivalence, of all formulas
over such structures 〈M,∈, P〉.
We shall be addressing the above questions under the assumption that generously powerful large cardinals are
at hand. More precisely, we shall perform the tasks expressed in Questions 1 and 2, namely the construction of the
forcing extensions in which there are simple definitions of the relevant objects, under no extra assumption – for
Question 1 – and under the assumption that there is an inaccessible cardinal – for Question 2 –, and afterwards we
will prove, under the extra assumption that there is a proper class of Woodin cardinals or a proper class of measurable
Woodin cardinals, that there are certain limitations to carrying out the above tasks in a more efficient way (from the
point of view of the logical complexity of the definitions).
ZFC, the usual axiomatization of set theory, proves the existence of such objects as stationary and co-stationary
subsets of ω1 (or ℵ1-Aronszajn trees, or well-orders of the reals, etc.), but does not provide any obvious way of finding
instances of such objects which are definable.3 The power of ZFC in deriving the existence of those objects comes
mainly from its non-constructive set-existence axiom, namely the Axiom of Choice. We may say that the Axiom of
Choice is a non-constructive set-existence axiom in that it asserts the existence of certain sets without actually giving
a procedure for constructing them. More precisely, the Axiom of Choice guarantees, for a given set X , that a set Y
satisfying some property P(X, Y ) exists, but does not provide an actual definition, from X , of any object Y such that
P(X, Y ) holds. We may say that such a set Y is a non-constructive object relative to ZFC. To give an example of
a constructive set-existence axiom, note that, on the other hand, the Power Set Axiom asserts the existence, for any
given set X , of the unique power set of X , which of course is definable from X . 4
For example, ZFC proves that there is a well-order of the reals and, on the other hand, as the following formulation
of a classical result of Cohen shows, one can always build a set-forcing extension M of the universe (so ZFC holds in
M) in which there is no definable well-order of the reals (even allowing real numbers as parameters).
Theorem 1.1 (Cohen). Let κ be an infinite cardinal, let P be the finite-support product of κ-many copies of Cohen
forcing 2<ω and let G be a P-generic filter over the ground model V . Then, in V [G] there is no well-order ≤ of
the reals such that ≤ is definable, in V [G], with parameters from V (H V [G]κ ), where V (H V [G]κ ) is the ZF-model⋃
α∈Ord L(Vα ∪ H V [G]κ ).
There are certainly models of ZFC in which non-constructive objects, relative to ZFC, are definable. For example,
Go¨del proved that in L there is a projective (in fact Δ12) well-order of the reals, and Silver proved that there is a Δ13
well-order of the reals in the minimal model L[μ] with a measurable cardinal. Of course, both L and L[μ] are minimal
inner cardinals with quite a limited capacity for allocating large cardinals.
2 In other words, if all its quantifiers occur in a subformula of the form (∀x)(x ∈ y → ϕ) or (∃x)(x ∈ y ∧ ϕ).
3 Definition here should obviously be understood as without parameters or at most with small parameters, that is with parameters hereditarily of
size less than the object being defined.
4 Of course, the meaning of the term constructive as used here is different from the meaning of constructible in the sense of belonging to the
constructible universe (L).
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Note that a consequence of Theorem 1.1 is that no classical large cardinal assumption can imply the existence of a
definable well-order of the reals. On the other hand, certain instances of so-called principles of generic absoluteness,
which are principles related to5 (and consistent with all) classical large cardinal axioms do imply that there is a well-
order ofR, and in fact of Hω2 , which is definable over the structure 〈Hω2,∈〉. Such a definition has, in all known results
of this kind, some set in Hω2 as parameter. For example, Woodin isolated in [13, Chapter 5], two principles, φAC and
ψAC , each of which implies the existence of a well-order of Hω2 definable over 〈Hω2,∈〉 from a parameter, and
which follow from the forcing axiom Martin’s Maximum (MM) from [6]. ψAC in fact follows from Bounded Martin’s
Maximum6 (BMM), together with any one of a number of extra hypothesis, like for example the precipitousness of the
nonstationary ideal on ω1,7 or the existence of some relatively mild large cardinal [4]. Later, Todorcˇevic´ [12] defined
a certain statement θAC which again implies the existence of a well-order of Hω2 definable, over 〈Hω2,∈〉, from a
parameter, and which follows from BMM alone. Recently, Moore [10] has proved another result along these lines,
just assuming that the Bounded Proper Forcing Axiom (BPFA) holds.8 A formulation of this result is Theorem 1.2
below. In this paper we will be using Moore’s argument for proving Theorem 1.2. The reason for doing so is that
his argument involves only consideration of certain proper posets, and proper forcing can always be iterated while
preserving properness. It is worth remarking at this point that a more recent result of Caicedo and Velicˇkovic´ [5] is
that, under BPFA, there is a well-order of Hω2 which is Δ1-definable over 〈Hω2,∈〉 from a parameter.9
Theorem 1.2 (Moore). Assume BPFA. Then, given any ladder system 	 and any two disjoint subsets W0 and W1 of
ω1 there is an ordinal δ < ω2 and a sequence (Xν)ν<ω1 such that
(a) (Xν)ν<ω1 is a ⊆-continuous and ⊆-increasing of countable subsets of δ and δ =
⋃
ν Xν , and
(b) given any limit ordinal ν,
(b1) if Xν ∩ ω1 ∈ W0, then there is some ν0 < ν such that, for all ξ between ν0 and ν, w(Xξ ∩ ω1, Xν ∩ ω1) <
w(Xξ , Xν) where, given two sets X ⊆ Y of countable ordinals, w(X, Y ) denotes the (finite) cardinality of
sup(X) ∩ π−1Y [	γ ] for γ being the order type of Y (and where πY is the transitive collapse of Y ), and
(b2) if Xν ∩ ω1 ∈ W1, then there is some ν0 < ν such that, for all ξ between ν0 and ν, w(Xξ ∩ ω1, Xν ∩ ω1) ≥
w(Xξ , Xν), where w is as above.
For p of the form 〈	, (Ui )i<ω1 〉, with 	 a ladder system and (Ui )i<ω1 a sequence of pairwise disjoint stationary
subsets of ω1, let <p be the binary relation on Hω2 such that a <p b holds if and only if the first ordinal δ for
which there is a subset A of ω1 coding a (in some fixed canonicalΔ1 way) and a sequence (Xν)ν<ω1 such that δ and
(Xν)ν<ω1 witness (a) and (b) from Theorem 1.2 for W0 :=
⋃
α∈A Uα and W1 :=
⋃
α∈ω1\A Uα is less than the first
ordinal δ for which there is a subset B of ω1 coding b and a sequence (Xν)ν<ω1 such that δ and (Xν)ν<ω1 witness (a)
and (b) for W0 := ⋃α∈B Uα and W1 :=
⋃
α∈ω1\B Uα . Theorem 1.2 implies that <p is a well-order of Hω2 definable
over 〈Hω2,∈〉 by a Σ2 formula with p as parameter.
Let us fix already a Σ2 formula Θ(x, y, z) such that, given a ladder system 	, a sequence (Ui )i<ω1 of pairwise
disjoint stationary subsets of ω1 and members a, b of Hω2 , 〈Hω2,∈〉 | Θ(a, b, 〈	, (Ui )i<ω1 〉) holds if and only
if a <p b does (for p = 〈	, (Ui )i<ω1 〉 and for <p as in the above paragraph). Moore’s construction for proving
Theorem 1.2 – and the formulaΘ(x, y, z) – will be used in the present paper when dealing with Question 2.
Going back to traditional large cardinal assumptions, strong versions of such principles are known to imply –
sometimes in conjunction with CH – the non-existence of well-orders of the reals definable by projective formulas
or by higher-order projective formulas of low complexity. More specifically, the assumption that the members of a
certain pointclass Γ ⊆ ⋃k<ω Rk are determined implies that there is no well-order of the reals in Γ . Theorem 1.3
summarizes some classical results of this kind.
5 Most (strong) classical large cardinal assumptions can be cast as reflection principles, in the sense that they assert the existence of an elementary
embedding from the universe or a fragment of the universe into some class. On the other hand, the principles of generic absoluteness that I am
thinking of here assert, for some fixed class Γ of partial orders, that Hκ (for some cardinal κ) is a Σ1-elementary substructure of Hκ as computed
in any forcing extension via any partial order in Γ .
6 This is the bounded form of MM asserting that Σ1 sentences with parameters are absolute between Hω2 and the version of Hω2 computed in
any forcing extension via any poset preserving stationary subsets of ω1.
7 Which follows also from MM [6].
8 BPFA is stated in the same way as BMM but with proper posets replacing posets that preserve stationary subsets of ω1.
9 On the other hand, the complexity of the definition, over 〈Hω2 ,∈〉, of the well-order given by Theorem 1.2 is Δ2.
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Theorem 1.3. (1) (Martin–Steel [9]) If there are infinitely many Woodin cardinals, then every projective set of reals
is determined, and in particular there is no projective well-order of the reals.
(2) (Woodin) If there is a measurable cardinal with infinitely many Woodin cardinals below, then the Axiom of
Determinacy (AD) holds in L(R), and so there is no well-order of the reals in L(R).
(3) (Woodin) If there is a measurable Woodin cardinal and CH holds, then every set of reals definable by a Σ 21
formula10 is determined, so in particular there is no well-order of the reals definable by means of a Σ 21 formula.
In contrast with Woodin’s result stated as (3) in Theorem 1.3, if CH holds, then there is, by a result of Abraham
and Shelah [1], a set-forcing extension which does not add new reals and in which there is a Δ22 (without parameters)
well-order of the reals. As to the role of CH in (3) of Theorem 1.3, it is always possible, by another result of Abraham
and Shelah [2] to go over to a set-forcing extension with a Δ21 well-order of the reals (again without parameters) in
which 2ℵ0 = ℵ2 and Martin’s Axiom holds. In the forcing extension built in [2] there is in fact a well-order of the
reals which is definable, without parameters, over 〈Hω2,∈〉. By a standard technique using almost disjoint coding11
such a well-order of the reals is then definable by means of a Δ21 formula as well. The definition, over 〈Hω2,∈〉, of
the well-order of R provided by the Abraham–Shelah construction can be written as aΔ5 formula, and I do not know
how to obtain a better bound than that for its complexity.
One problem the above Abraham–Shelah article implicitly leaves open is to find a forcing construction that provides
a simpler (from the point of view of the logical complexity), or even optimal, definition over 〈Hω2,∈〉 of a well-order
of the reals. The work in the present paper was motivated by this problem and inspired in good part by the construction
in [2]. In fact, I have borrowed some of the concepts and forcing notions employed in [2]. The overall strategy used
here to encode a well-order of the reals is nevertheless quite different from the one in [2]. Here I show, in the first
place, how to find, for any given subset A of ω1, a proper forcing extension in which there is a simple definition of
A over 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 〉 (throughout this paper, N Sω1 will denote the nonstationary ideal on ω1). Then, taking A to
code a decoding device of the form p := 〈	, (Ui )i<ω1 〉, where 	 and (Ui )i<ω1 are as in Theorem 1.2, I show how
to combine the forcing construction used first with the one used in Moore’s proof of Theorem 1.2, so that in the end
a well-order <p of Hω2 is obtained as in the conclusion of Theorem 1.2, while A, and therefore also the decoding
device p, still admit a simple definition over 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 〉. It finally follows, from the way <p can be defined from
p, that <p admits a simple definition over 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 〉 as well. In the end, the results proved can be summed up
in the form of the following two main theorems—addressing, respectively, Questions 1 and 2:
Theorem 1.4. There are Σ3 formulas Φ0(x) and Φ1(x) for the language of the structure 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 〉 with the
following two properties.
(1) ZFC proves that there is no x ∈ Hω2 such that
〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 〉 | Φ0(x) ∧ Φ1(x)
(2) Given any A ⊆ ω1 there is a proper poset forcing
A = {ξ < ω1 : 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 〉 | Φ0(ξ)}
and
ω1\A = {ξ < ω1 : 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 〉 | Φ1(ξ)}.
Theorem 1.5. There is a Σ3 formula Φ(x, y), for the language of the structure 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 〉, with the following
two properties.
10⋃
n≥1{Σ2n ∪Π 2n } provides the natural classification of second-order formulas over the structure for second-order arithmetic. Specifically, given
an integer n ≥ 1, a formula is Σ2n if it is of the form (∃Xn ⊆ R)(∀Xn−1 ⊆ R) . . . (QX1 ⊆ R)ϕ(x0, . . . , xk ), for Q being ∃ if n is odd and being
∀ if n is even and with ϕ(x0, . . . , xk ) being a projective formula with X1, . . . , Xn as additional predicates, and it is Π 2n if it is the normal form of
the negation of a Σ2n formula. Finally, a formula isΔ2n if it is logically equivalent to both a Σ2n and a Π 2n formula.
11 Namely the fact, ensured by M Aℵ1 , that for every sequence 〈rα : α < ω1〉 of pairwise almost disjoint sets of integers and every A ⊆ ω1 there
is r ⊆ ω such that r ∩ rα is infinite exactly when α ∈ A.
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(1) ZFC proves that there are no x, y ∈ Hω2 , x = y, such that
〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 〉 | Φ(x, y) ∧ Φ(y, x)
(2) If there is an inaccessible cardinal, then there is a proper poset P forcing that
{(x, y) ∈ Hω2 × Hω2 : 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 〉 | Φ(x, y)}
is a well-order of Hω2 in length ω2.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 I define some general concepts, mainly regarding club-
sequences, and present the notion of specifiable sequence of club-sequences. Then I prove the relevant properties
of such sequences. Section 3 shows how to build a proper set-forcing notion for adding a specifiable sequence of
club-sequences which codes any prescribed subset A of ω1. As an immediate corollary, A will admit suitably simple
definitions over 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 〉, and thereby Theorem 1.4 will be established (using the results proved in Section 2).
In Section 4 I show how to combine the construction in Section 3 with Moore’s construction for proving Theorem 1.2
in order to obtain a model with suitably simple definitions of a well-order of Hω2 . Again by the results in Section 2,
this will establish Theorem 1.5. Finally, in Section 5 I argue that, from the point of view of the Levy hierarchy,
Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 are close to optimal. The proofs of these results will use theorems due to Woodin.
2. Specifiable sequences of club-sequences
Given an infinite cardinal θ , Hθ is the set of all sets with transitive closure of size strictly less than θ . Let Lim(ω1)
denote the set of countable limit ordinals. I will use a somewhat nonstandard notion of club-sequence. A club-sequence
will be a sequence α = 〈αδ : δ ∈ Lim(ω1)〉 such that each αδ is a subset of δ. The set of limit ordinals δ for
which αδ is a club of δ will be called the domain of α and will be denoted by dom(α), whereas rng(α) will denote⋃{αδ : δ ∈ dom(α)}. If τ is such that the order type of αδ is τ for each δ ∈ dom(α), then we say that the height of
α is τ . We also say that α is a τ -club-sequence. ht (α) will denote the height of α (if it exists). A ladder system is a
club-sequence of height ω. As in [2] (for ladder systems), if α is a club-sequence and δ ∈ Lim(ω1), then αδ denotes
α(δ) (and similarly with other Greek letters).
The concepts in this paragraph are defined in [2] for ladder systems. Let α be a club-sequence. We say that α is
guessing if for every club C ⊆ ω1 there is some δ ∈ C ∩ dom(α) such that a final segment of αδ is contained in C .
Furthermore, we say that α is strongly guessing if for every club C ⊆ ω1 there is a club D ⊆ Lim(ω1) such that for
every δ ∈ D ∩ dom(α) a final segment of αδ is contained in C .12 α is avoidable if there is a club C ⊆ ω1 such that
for every δ ∈ C a final segment of αδ is disjoint from C . Given another club-sequence β, we say that β is disjoint
from α if αδ ∩ βδ is empty for every δ ∈ dom(α) ∩ dom(β). If α is strongly guessing and dom(α) ⊆ X ⊆ ω1, then
α is maximal for X if every ladder system defined on X and disjoint from α is avoidable. Given a set X ⊆ ω1, the
restriction of α to X is that club-sequence which is equal to α on X and is ∅ elsewhere.
Now we are ready to state the central notion in this section.
Definition 2.1. A = 〈αν : ν < λ〉 (for 1 ≤ λ ≤ ω1) is a specifiable sequence of club-sequences if
(a) there is a strictly increasing sequence 〈τν : ν < λ〉 of nonzero countable ordinals such that each αν is a club-
sequence of height ωτν (where ωτν denotes ordinal exponentiation),
(b) {dom(αν) : ν < λ} consists of pairwise disjoint stationary subsets of ω1, and dom(αν) ∩ (ν + 1) = ∅ for all
ν > 0,
(c) each αν is strongly guessing and maximal for dom(αν),
(d) no ladder system defined on a subset of⋃ν<λ rng(αν) and with stationary domain is strongly guessing, and
(e) every ladder system with domain disjoint from⋃ν<λ(dom(αν) ∪ rng(αν)) is avoidable.
12 Note that every club-sequence with nonstationary domain is strongly guessing and that a strongly guessing club-sequence is guessing if and
only if its domain is stationary.
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Given a fixed A ⊆ ω1, we shall be interested in building a forcing extension in which there is a specifiable
sequence 〈αν : ν < λ〉 of club-sequences coding A, in the sense that A = {ξ : (∃ν < λ)ht (αν) = ω1+ξ }.
Furthermore we will want this equality to be true independently of the specifiable sequence of club-sequences chosen.
This will be guaranteed by Lemma 2.1, which shows {ht (αn) : ν < λ0} = {ht (βν) : ν < λ1} whenever
〈αν : ν < λ0〉 and 〈βν : ν < λ1〉 are specifiable sequences of club-sequences. In fact, Lemma 2.1 shows that a
sequence satisfying Definition 2.1 is indeed uniquely specifiable – hence the name – in the sense that any two such
sequences 〈αν : ν < λ0〉 and 〈βν : ν < λ1〉 have the same length and, for each ν and for club-many δ < ω1, the
symmetric difference ανδ β
ν
δ is bounded in δ.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose A = 〈αν : ν < λ0〉 and B = 〈βν : ν < λ1〉 are specifiable sequences of club-sequences.
Then λ0 = λ1 and there is a club C ⊆ ω1 such that
(1) dom(αν) ∩ C = dom(βν) ∩ C for all ν < λ0, and
(2) given any ν < λ0 and any δ ∈ C ∩ dom(αν), ανδΔβνδ is bounded in δ.
Hence, in particular ht (αν) = ht (βν) for all ν < λ0.
Proof. Pick any ν0 < λ0. Suppose towards a contradiction that S := dom(αν0)\⋃ν<λ1(dom(β
ν
) ∪ rng(βν)) were
stationary. Define a ladder system γ on S by letting γδ be a subset of αν0δ of order type ω and cofinal in δ. Then γ is
avoidable, contradicting the fact that αν0 is strongly guessing and that S is stationary.
Hence, dom(αν0) is contained in
⋃
ν<λ1
(dom(βν) ∪ rng(βν)) modulo N Sω1 . Since every restriction of a strongly
guessing club-sequence is itself strongly guessing, dom(αν0) ∩⋃ν<λ1 rng(β
ν
) must be nonstationary by property (d)
for B and by an argument as in the above paragraph.
Since dom(βν) ∩ (ν + 1) is empty for all ν > 0, there is some ν1 < λ1 such that S := dom(αν0) ∩ dom(βν1) is
stationary. Suppose that the set S′ of δ ∈ S such that αν0δ \βν1δ is unbounded in δ were stationary. Now we define a
ladder system γ on S′ by letting γδ be a subset of αν0δ \βν1δ cofinal in δ. Since γ is disjoint from βν1 , by the maximality
of βν1 for dom(βν1) it follows that γ is avoidable, contradicting the fact that αν0 is strongly guessing and that S′ is
stationary. Thus, there is a club C0 ⊆ ω1 of ordinals δ such that, if δ ∈ S, then a tail of αν0δ is contained in βν1δ .
By appealing to the maximality of αν0 for its domain and to the fact that βν1 is strongly guessing and has stationary
domain, it similarly follows that there are club-many δ ∈ C0 such that if δ ∈ S, then a tail of βν1δ is contained in αν0δ
and therefore αν0δ and β
ν1
δ share final segments. In particular, since every final segment of a set of ordinals of order
type ωτν0 has order type ωτν0 , ht (αν0) = ht (βν1), and therefore dom(αν0) does not have stationary intersection with
dom(βν) for any ν other than ν1. Otherwise, by the relevant maximality of αν0 (or of βν), βν (if ν > ν1) or else αν0
(if ν < ν1) would fail to be strongly guessing. Hence, dom(αν0)\⋃ν<λ1, ν =ν1 dom(β
ν
) is nonstationary.
We have thus seen that there is a strictly increasing h0 : λ0 −→ λ1 such that, for each ν < λ0, ht (αν) = ht (βh(ν)),
the domain of αν is contained in dom(βh(ν)) (modulo a club C) and ανδ βh(ν)δ is bounded in δ for all δ ∈ C ∩dom(αν).
By arguing symmetrically we obtain a strictly increasing h1 : λ1 −→ λ0 with the same properties as above
exchanging αs and βs. Hence h0 = h1 = idλ0 = idλ1 and for each ν < λ0 there is a club Cν ⊆ ω1 such that
dom(αν) ∩ Cν = dom(βν) ∩ Cν and such that ανδ and βνδ share final segments for all δ ∈ dom(αν) ∩ Cν . Now the
desired conclusion follows from taking the diagonal intersection of the Cν . 
3. Adding a specifiable sequence of club-sequences
The main theorem in this section (and in this paper) is the following.
Theorem 3.1. Let A be a subset of ω1. Then there is a proper poset P forcing that there is a specifiable sequence of
club-sequences 〈αν : ν < λ〉, for λ = ot (A), such that
A = {ξ < ω1 : (∃ν < λ)(ht (αν) = ω1+ξ }.
This section will be devoted to proving Theorem 3.1 and showing that Theorem 1.4 follows from it. Theorem 3.1
will be proved in a sequence of lemmas.
Given a regular cardinal θ and a sequence (Nξ )ξ<τ of elementary substructures of Hθ , (Ni )i<τ is an ∈-chain if
〈N j : j ≤ i〉 ∈ Ni+1 for every i such that i + 1 < τ and Ni =⋃ j<i N j for every limit ordinal i < τ .
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Let A be a subset of ω1. Lemma 3.2 shows how to force a sequence of guessing club-sequences such that the set of
heights of its members is the set {ω1+ξ : ξ ∈ A}, and which will be prepared in such a way that it can subsequently
be forced to be specifiable. For technical reasons, the sequence of initial segments of members of α, for α occurring
in A, will be forced to be a coherent sequence. This auxiliary sequence will be used in order to ensure that each α
occurring in A remains a guessing sequence in the iteration we will perform afterwards.
Lemma 3.2. Given a strictly increasing sequence 〈τν : ν < λ〉 of nonzero countable ordinals (for some λ,
1 ≤ λ ≤ ω1), disjoint stationary subsets S, W of Lim(ω1), and sequences 〈Sν : ν < λ〉, 〈Wν : ν < λ〉 of
mutually disjoint stationary subsets of S and W, respectively, such that Sν ∩ (ν + 1) = ∅ for ν > 0 there is a proper
poset P0 forcing that there are sequences 〈αν : ν < λ〉 and 〈βν : ν < λ〉 of club-sequences such that, for all ν < λ,
letting Cν be the club of ordinals δ for which there is x ⊆ δ∩Wν , x closed and unbounded in δ, such that ot (x) = ωτν ,
(1) ht (αν) = ωτν and dom(αν) = Sν ∩ Cν ,
(2) Sν ∩ Cν ⊆ dom(βν) ⊆ Sν ∪ Wν and βν  (Sν ∩ Cν) = αν ,
(3) for each δ ∈ dom(βν) and each limit point γ of βνδ , γ ∈ dom(βν) and βνγ = βνδ ∩ γ , and
(4) αν is a guessing club-sequence.
Proof. P0 is the natural forcing for adding a pair of sequences as in the conclusion by initial segments. That is, P0 is
the set of all pairs
p = 〈〈α p, ν : ν < min{λ, λp}〉, 〈β p, ν : ν < min{λ, λp}〉〉
(for some countable ordinal λp) of sequences of club-sequences such that, for each ν, ht (α p, ν) = ωτν , dom(α p, ν) =
Sν ∩ Cν ∩ (λp + 1), such that Sν ∩ Cν ∩ (λp + 1) ⊆ dom(β p, ν) ⊆ (Sν ∪ Wν) ∩ (λp + 1), and such that the
coherence property in (3) of the statement of the lemma holds for all β p,ν . p1 extends p0 if λp0 ≤ λp1 and if, for each
ν < min{λ, λp0}, α p1, ν end-extends α p0, ν and β p1, ν end-extends β p0, ν .
By the choice of the clubs Cν it is easy to check by induction on δ that the set of conditions p such that δ ≤ λp is
dense in P0 for every δ < ω1. For each ν < λ let αν and βν be, respectively, the union of all α p,ν for p in the generic
filter G and the union of all β p,ν for p in G. A standard argument shows now that each αν is forced to be guessing.
To see this, fix a condition p and a term C˙ for a club of ωV1 . Fix also ν
∗ < λ. Let (Ni )i<ωτν∗ be an ∈-chain of
countable elementary substructures of 〈H(2ℵ0)+,∈,<〉 (where < is a well-order of H(2ℵ0)+) containing everything
relevant and such that, letting δi = Ni ∩ ω1 for all i , δ := supi<ωτν∗ δi ∈ Sν∗ and δi ∈ Wν∗ for all limit ordinals
i < ωτν∗ .
Now we can find a decreasing sequence 〈pi : i < ωτν∗ 〉 of conditions in P0 such that
(i) p0 = p,
(ii) for every i ≥ 1, pi is a condition belonging to Ni+1 such that λpi = δi and such that
〈〈α pi , ν  δi : ν < min{λ, δi }〉, 〈β pi , ν  δi : ν < min{λ, δi }〉〉
is the union of an (Ni ,P)-generic sequence, and
(iii) for each limit ordinal i < ωτν∗ , β pi , ν∗δi = {δ j : j < i}.
This sequence can be built by recursion, choosing the relevant generic sequence, at each step, to be the first
possible (with respect to the well-order <) extending everything built so far. The fact that each Ni+1 is an elementary
substructure of 〈H(2ℵ0)+,∈,<〉 containing 〈N j : j ≤ i〉 guarantees that each pi can indeed be constructed in Ni+1.
Then we set p′ to be such that λp′ = δ, and such that, for each ν < min{λ, δ}, α p′, ν is⋃{α pi ,ν : i < ωτν∗ , ν <
δi }, followed by {δi : i < ωτν∗ } if ν = ν∗, and β p
′, ν = ⋃{β pi ,ν : i < ωτν∗ , ν < δi }, followed by {δi : i < ωτν∗ }
if ν = ν∗. By construction p′ is a legal condition extending p and, since it is (Ni ,P0)-generic for all i and each Ni
contains C˙ , it forces that αν∗δ is contained in C˙ .
The properness of P0 can be verified as follows: Let N be a countable elementary substructure of Hθ for
θ = (2(2ℵ0)+)+ containing everything relevant and let p ∈ P0 ∩ N . We want to find an (N,P0)-generic condition
extending p. Clearly we may assume that there is some ν∗ < λ such that N ∩ ω1 ∈ Sν∗ . Note that, since we may
assume 〈τν : ν < λ〉 ∈ N and since ν∗ < N ∩ω1, we may also assume that ωτν∗ is in N . Using this it is easy to build,
by a recursion in ω steps, an ∈-chain 〈Ni : i < ωτν∗ 〉 of countable elementary substructures of 〈N ∩ H(2ℵ0)+,∈,<〉
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such that Ni ∈ N for every i , such that ⋃i<ωτν∗ Ni = N ∩ H(2ℵ0)+ , and such that Ni ∩ ω1 ∈ Wν∗ for every limit
ordinal i < ωτν∗ . Now, arguing as above, we can build a condition p′ extending p which is (Ni ,P0)-generic for every
i . In particular, p′ is then (N,P0)-generic. 
Given a countable ordinal τ , let I τ stand for the set of all subsets x of ω1 of order type τ closed in sup(x). A subset
E of I τ is said to be stationary in case for every club C ⊆ ω1 there is some x ∈ E such that x ⊆ C . A partial order P
will be said to be E-proper if it is the case that for every large enough regular cardinal θ , every well-order < of Hθ ,
every τ0 ≤ τ , every ∈-chain 〈Ni : i < τ0〉 of countable elementary substructures of 〈Hθ ,∈,<〉 containing P and
such that {Ni ∩ ω1 : i < τ0} is an initial segment of a final segment of a member of E and every p ∈ P ∩ N0 there is
some condition q extending p which is (Ni ,P)-generic for every i .
Lemma 3.3. Let τ be a countable ordinal and suppose that x = 〈xν : ν ∈ Lim(ω1)〉 is such that, for each limit
ordinal ν, xν is a countable set of cofinal subsets of ν. Suppose that, for all δ ≤ ν and all a ∈ xν , if δ is a limit point
of a, then a ∩ δ ∈ xδ, and that E := (⋃ν∈Lim(ω1) xν) ∩ I τ is a stationary set. If P is an E-proper partial order, then
E remains stationary in VP .
Proof. Let C˙ be aP-name for a club and let p be a condition in P . Given a large enough cardinal θ and a well-order <
of Hθ , let 〈Nξ : ξ < ω1〉 be an ∈-chain of countable elementary substructures of 〈Hθ ,∈,<〉 containing E , P , p and
C˙ . By the stationarity of E there is a strictly increasing sequence (ξi )i<τ of indices such that {Nξi ∩ω1 : i < τ } ∈ E .
Then, 〈Nξi : i < τ 〉 is an ∈-chain of models. To see this, take any limit i such that i + 1 < τ . {Nξ j ∩ ω1 : j < i} is
an initial segment of a member of
⋃
ν∈Lim(ω1) xν , and therefore it belongs to xNξi ∩ω1 and is thus a member of Nξi+1 ,
so that 〈Nξ j : j ≤ i〉 ∈ Nξi+1 . Thus, we can find a condition extending p which is (Nξi ,P)-generic for each i . Since
each Nξi contains C˙ , q forces that the member {Nξi ∩ ω1 : i < τ } of E is contained in C˙ . 
Now suppose 〈αν : ν < λ〉 and 〈βν : ν < λ〉 are sequences of club-sequences as given by the conclusion of
Lemma 3.2. In particular, each βν , which contains the sequence of initial segments of members of αν given by their
accumulation points, is a coherent sequence, so that the sequence x given by xδ = {βνδ } if δ ∈ dom(βν) is then a
sequence satisfying the mild coherence condition in the hypothesis of Lemma 3.3. Hence, if we let Eαν be, for each
ν, the set of final segments of members of αν , every forcing which is Eαν -proper for every ν < λ will preserve the
stationarity of each Eαν . Obviously, αν is a guessing club-sequence if and only if Eαν is a stationary set. Hence,
since we will expect all αν to retain the property of being guessing, it will be natural to look at forcings which are
Eαν -proper for all ν. Furthermore, we will need these variants of properness to be preserved under countable support
iterations. That this is the case is ensured by the following result.
Lemma 3.4. Let τ be a countable ordinal, let E be a subset of I τ and let 〈Pξ : ξ ≤ δ〉 be a countable support
iteration, based on a sequence of names 〈Q˙ξ : ξ < δ〉, such that, for each ξ , ξ Q˙ξ is E-proper. Then Pδ is
E-proper.
The above lemma follows from taking α = 0 and β = δ in the Lemma 3.5 below.13 Given a forcing iteration
I = 〈Pξ : ξ ≤ β〉 there is, for each α < β, a canonical translation of each Pα-name for an object into a Pβ -name for
the same object. In the proof of Lemma 3.5 I will make free use of this translation procedure and of the procedure of
identifying a Pα-condition with a Pβ -condition. Also, for I as above and for α ≤ β, I will denote the generic filter for
Pα by G˙α .14
Lemma 3.5. Let τ be a countable ordinal, let E be a subset of I τ and let 〈Pξ : ξ ≤ δ〉 be a countable support
iteration, based on the sequence of names 〈Q˙ξ : ξ < δ〉, such that, for each ξ , ξ Q˙ξ is E-proper. Let also τ0 ≤ τ ,
and let (Ni : i < τ0) be, for a large enough regular cardinal θ and a well-order < of Hθ , an ∈-chain of countable
elementary substructures of Hθ such that {Ni ∩ ω1 : i < τ0} is an initial segment of a final segment of a member
of E. Given any i0 < τ0, β ∈ Ni0 ∩ (δ + 1), α ∈ Ni0 ∩β and any p˜ ∈ Ni0 , if p˜ is a Pα-name for a condition in Pβ and
13 It also follows from [11, Chapter V, Theorem 3.8 ] (for stationary E).
14 That is, G˙α will be a Pα-name such that (G˙α)G = G for every Pα -generic filter G (and where, for a forcing notion P, a P-name τ and a
P-generic filter G , τG is the interpretation of τ by G).
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(1) q ∈ Pα ,
(2) q is (Ni ,Pα)-generic for every i such that i0 ≤ i < τ0, and
(3) q α p˜  α ∈ G˙α ∩ Ni0 ,15
then there is a condition q+ such that
(1)+ q+ ∈ Pβ and q+  α = q,
(2)+ q+ is (Ni ,Pβ)-generic for every i such that i0 ≤ i < τ0, and
(3)+ q+ β p˜ ∈ G˙β ∩ Ni0 .
Proof. The proof is by double induction on τ0 and on β and much along the lines of the proof in [7] of Shelah’s
theorem of preservation of properness under countable support iterations. Fix τ0 and β and suppose the conclusion of
the lemma holds for all τ ′ < τ0 together with all β ′ and for τ0 together with all β ′ < β.
Suppose β is a successor ordinal β0 + 1. By the induction hypothesis there is q+ in Pβ0 satisfying (1)+, (2)+ and
(3)+ with β0 instead of β. Then, q+ forces that (Ni [G˙β0] : i0 ≤ i < τ0) is an ∈-chain of countable elementary
substructures of 〈Hθ [G˙β0],∈, <˙〉, where <˙ is the well-order defined on Hθ [G˙β0] by letting x<˙y if the <-first name x˙
such that x˙[G˙β0] = x is <-below the <-first name y˙ such that y˙[G˙β0] = y. Since q+ is (Ni ,Pβ0)-generic for every
i such that i0 ≤ i < τ0, in particular it forces that Ni [G˙β0] ∩ ω1 = Ni ∩ ω1 for every such i , and so it forces that
{Ni [G˙β0]∩ω1 : i0 ≤ i < τ0} is an initial segment of a final segment of a member of E . Therefore there is a Pβ0 -name
q˙ for a condition in Q˙β0 such that q+ forces that q˙ extends p˜(β0) and that q˙ is (Ni [G˙β0], Q˙β0)-generic for all i with
i0 ≤ i < τ0. It follows that q+ ∪ {〈β0, q˙〉} is (Ni ,Pβ)-generic for all i such that i0 ≤ i < τ0, so that q+ ∪ {〈β0, q˙〉}
satisfies (1)+, (2)+ and (3)+.
Now suppose β is a limit ordinal. For β = 0 there is nothing to prove. If β > 0, let β be sup(⋃i<τ0 Ni ∩ β). Fix
also a strictly increasing sequence (βn)n<ω of ordinals in
⋃
i<τ0 Ni ∩ β converging to β such that β0 = α. Suppose
first that τ0 is a limit ordinal. We may assume τ0 > 0, as otherwise there is nothing to prove. We define a sequence
( p˜n : n < ω), along with a strictly increasing sequence (ln)n<ω of indices converging to τ0 such that p˜0 = p˜, l0 = i0
and such that, for all n,
(i) βn ∈ Nln ,
(ii) if n > 0, then ln is a successor ordinal and p˜n ∈ Nln is a Pβn -name for a condition in Pβ which is (Ni ,Pβ)-generic
for all i such that ln−1 ≤ i < ln in case p˜n−1[G˙βn ] ∈ Nln−1 ,
(iii) βn+1 p˜n+1 ≤β p˜n ,
(iv) Pβn+1 forces that if p˜n  βn+1 is in G˙βn+1 , then p˜n+1  βn+1 is in G˙βn+1 too.
By the correctness of Nln with respect to Hθ , p˜n+1 can be found, inside Nln , using the induction hypothesis applied
to α = 0, β, and τ0 = ln , and the general fact (see Lemma 3.17 in [7]) that if 〈Pα : α ≤ δ〉 is a forcing iteration,
β < δ, D is a dense subset of Pδ and p˜1 is a Pβ -name for a condition in Pδ , then Pβ forces that there is a condition p˜2
in D extending p˜1 such that p˜2  β ∈ G˙β in case p˜1  β ∈ G˙β .
Next we find a sequence (qn)n<ω such that q0 = q and such that, for all n,
(a) qn is a condition in Pβn ,
(b) qn+1  βn = qn ,
(c) qn βn p˜n  βn ∈ G˙βn , and
(d) qn+1 is some q+ satisfying (1)+– (3)+ with i0 = ln , τ0 = ln+1, p˜ = p˜n , α = βn , β = βn+1, and q = qn .
Each qn+1 can be found by the induction hypothesis (note that, by (3)+, qn+1 βn+1 p˜n  βn+1 ∈ G˙βn+1 , so that
qn+1 βn+1 p˜n+1  βn+1 ∈ G˙βn+1 by (iv), and the construction can be carried out). By (b), q+ :=
⋃
n<ω qn is a
condition in Pβ extending each qn .
We still have to show that q+ β p˜ ∈ G˙β and that q+ is (Ni ,Pβ)-generic for all i with i0 ≤ i < τ0: Let G be
a generic filter for Pβ containing q+. Then, given any n < ω, pn := p˜n[Gβn ] (where Gβn denotes G ∩ Pβn ) is in
Gβn ∩ Nln (because qn is (Nln ,Pβn )-generic). Since pn extends p0, p0  βn ∈ Gβn ∩ Nln . It follows that p  β ∈ G
and, since dom( p˜) is forced by q+ to be contained in β,16 p ∈ G. Similarly, pn ∈ G for all n. Now pick a dense
15 Here, G˙α is a Pα -name for the generic filter added by Pα .
16 Since q is (Ni0 ,Pα)-generic and p˜ ∈ Ni0 is forced to have countable support, q forces that dom( p˜) is contained in β ∩ Ni0 ⊆ β.
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subset D of Pβ belonging to Ni , where i0 ≤ i < τ0. Pick n such that ln > i . Then pn is an (Ni ,Pβ)-generic condition
in G. In particular, D ∩ G ∈ Ni .
It remains to consider the case when τ0 is a successor ordinal τ ∗ + 1. If τ ∗ is a nonzero limit ordinal, then
Nτ∗ = ⋃i<τ∗ Ni . Let i∗0 < τ ∗ be such that p˜ ∈ Ni∗0 . By induction hypothesis there is a condition q+ ∈ Pβ such that
q+  α = q , q+ β p˜ ∈ G˙β ∩ Ni∗0 , and such that q+ is (Ni ,Pβ)-generic for every i such that i∗0 ≤ i < τ ∗. But
then q+ is (Nτ∗ ,Pβ)-generic. Hence, we may assume that τ ∗ is either 0 or τ Ď + 1 for some τ Ď. Now we may fix a
Pα-name p˜∗ ∈ Nτ∗ for a condition in Pβ extending (the condition denoted by) p˜ which is (Ni ,Pβ)-generic for all
i with i0 ≤ i ≤ τ Ď in case τ ∗ is of the form τ Ď + 1 and p˜[G˙α] ∈ Ni0 . Such a name p˜∗ can be found, inside Nτ∗ ,
by the induction hypothesis applied to τ ∗ and correctness of Nτ∗ if τ ∗ = τ Ď + 1 and i0 ≤ τ Ď, or by simply taking
p˜∗ = p˜ in the other case. Let (Dn : n < ω) be an enumeration of all dense subsets of Pβ belonging to Nτ∗ . Now we
build a sequence ( p˜n)n<ω satisfying the version of clauses (i)–(iv) of the previous case in which p˜0 is replaced by p˜∗,
ln is replaced by τ ∗ throughout, and in which the requirement in (ii) that p˜n be a Pβn -name for an (Ni ,Pβ)-generic
condition (i0 ≤ i < ln) is replaced by the requirement that p˜n be a name for a condition in Dn . The rest of the proof
is then as in the previous case. 
Given a ladder system γ , there is a natural forcing notion R(γ ), defined in [2], for introducing a club avoiding γ .
R(γ ) is the set of all closed countable subsets c of ω1 such that γδ ∩ c is finite for every limit ordinal δ in c. The
ordering on R(γ ) is the end-extension.
Lemma 3.6. Let γ be a ladder system. Then R(γ ) is proper and forces that γ is avoidable. Furthermore, if α is
another club-sequence and, for all δ ∈ dom(γ ), γδ has intersection bounded in δ with α	 for all 	 ∈ dom(α), then
R(γ ) is Eα-proper.
Proof. It is proved in [2] that R(γ ) is proper. I reproduce the argument here for completeness: The following fact,
which also appears in [2], will be useful.
Claim 3.6.1. For every dense D ⊆ R(γ ) and every condition c ∈ R(γ ) there is a club of δ < ω1 with the property
that for every α > max(c) such that α < δ there is an extension d of c in D contained in δ and such that α is the
successor of max(c) in d.
Proof. Take, for example, the club given by {Ni ∩ω1 : i < ω1}, where (Ni )i<ω1 is an ∈-chain of countable elementary
substructures of some Hθ containing γ and D. 
Now let θ be a large enough cardinal and pick a countable N  Hθ containing γ . Let c ∈ N be a condition in R(γ ).
If N ∩ω1 /∈ dom(γ ), then obviously any (N, R(γ ))-generic sequence has a greatest lower bound. If N ∩ω1 ∈ dom(γ ),
then we may build an (N, R(γ ))-generic sequence (ci )i<ω extending c such that γδ ∩ ⋃i ci is contained in c and
therefore finite (given a ci and a dense D ⊆ R(γ ) in N we look, in N , at the club C given by 3.6.1 corresponding to
D). In N we pick some δ ∈ C and some α < δ above max(ci ) such that the interval [α, δ] is disjoint from γδ. That
there are such α and δ is ensured by the fact that the order type of γδ is only ω. Then we extend ci into a condition
ci+1 ∈ D in N such that α is the successor of max(ci ) in ci+1 and ci+1 ⊆ δ.
In particular, R(γ ) preserves ω1, and therefore the union of the conditions in the generic object is a club of ω1
avoiding γ .
It remains to prove that R(γ ) is Eα-proper in case α is a club-sequence with the extra property in the statement
of the lemma. Let (Ni )i<τ0 be, for a large enough θ , an ∈-chain of countable elementary structures, containing γ , of
〈Hθ ,∈,<〉 (where < is a well-order of Hθ ) such that, letting δi = Ni ∩ ω1 for each i , d = {δi : i < τ0} is an initial
segment of a final segment of a member of Eα . We will use the following fact, which is easily proved by induction on
the order type of x :
Fact 3.7. Given any countable set x of nonzero ordinals and any ordinal η there is a regressive function f defined on
x such that η ≤ f (α) whenever α ∈ x and α > η and such that, given any ordinal ξ , {α ∈ x : α ≥ ξ and f (α) < ξ}
is finite.
Let f : d −→ d be a regressive function as given by Fact 3.7 (for η = 0). By appealing to Claim 3.6.1, we can
now build, given c ∈ N0 ∩ R(γ ), a decreasing sequence (ci )i<τ0 of conditions in R(γ ) extending c such that, given
any i < τ0 + 1,
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(a) max(ci ) = δi ,
(b) ci ∈ Ni+1 if i + 1 < τ0 + 1,
(c) ci ∩ δi is the union of an (Ni , R(γ ))-generic sequence, and
(d) for every j ≥ i , if f ( j) < i , δ j ∈ dom(γ ) and δi /∈ γδ j , then ci ∩ γδ j ⊆
⋃
k<i ck .
Since {δi : i < j} ∩ γδ j is bounded in δ j for every j such that δ j ∈ dom(γ ), (
⋃
i<τ0 ci ) ∪ {δ} is a condition
extending c, and it is (Ni , R(γ ))-generic for every i by construction. 
Given a ladder system γ with stationary domain, we may also use the variant R(γ )∗ of R(γ ) that adds both a club
C of ω1 and a stationary and co-stationary (in dom(γ )) S ⊆ dom(γ ) such that γδ ∩ C is bounded in δ for every δ ∈ S.
In order for these forcings (for suitable γ s) to be Eαν -proper for all ν we will need this stationary set S to be added
generically: R(γ )∗ will be the set of all pairs 〈 f, c〉 such that f ⊆ dom(γ ) × {0, 1} is a countable mapping, such
that c is a countable closed subset of ω1 and such that γδ ∩ c is bounded in δ whenever δ ∈ c ∩ dom( f ) is such that
f (δ) = 1. 〈 f1, c1〉 extends 〈 f0, c0〉 iff c1 end-extends c0 and f0 ⊆ f1.
With this definition, each R(γ )∗ is Eα-proper for every α, and in fact it is σ -closed:
Lemma 3.8. Suppose γ is a ladder system with stationary domain. Then R(γ )∗ is σ -closed and forces that there is a
club C ⊆ ω1 and a stationary S ⊆ dom(γ ) such that dom(γ )\S is also stationary and such that γδ ∩ C is bounded in
δ for every δ ∈ S.
Proof. This is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.6 but easier. Given a decreasing sequence (〈 fn, cn〉)n<ω of conditions




n cn ∪ {
⋃
n sup(cn)}〉 is a condition
extending all 〈 fn, cn〉. Hence, R(γ )∗ is σ -closed. Now let G be a generic filter for R(γ )∗ and let C and S be,
respectively,
⋃{c : (∃ f )〈 f, c〉 ∈ G} and (⋃{ f : (∃c)〈 f, c〉 ∈ G})−1(1). C is closed in sup(C) and, by an argument
as above, it can be seen that C is forced to be an unbounded subset of ω1 as well. By an argument as in the proof
that the R(γ ) are proper, it can be shown that S is forced to be stationary and co-stationary in dom(γ ). Finally, by the
definition of R(γ )∗, C ∩ γδ is bounded in δ for each δ ∈ S. 
A further type of forcing notion we will use, given a club-sequence γ and a club C ⊆ ω1, is the natural poset
P(γ , C) for shooting a club through the set of δ < ω1 such that γδ is eventually contained in C in case δ ∈ dom(γ ).
It is also considered in [2] (for ladder systems). P(γ , C) is the set, ordered by end-extension, of all countable closed
d ⊆ ω1 such that C contains a final segment of γδ for all δ ∈ d .
Given a stationary S ⊆ ω1, a forcing notion P is S-proper if, given any large enough regular cardinal θ and any
countable N  Hθ containing P such that N ∩ ω1 ∈ S, every p ∈ N ∩ P admits an (N,P)-generic extension.
Lemma 3.9. Let α be a guessing club-sequence such that dom(α) ∩ rng(α) = ∅ and let C be a club of ω1. Then,
(1) P(α, C) forces that there is a club D ⊆ ω1 such that a tail of αδ is contained in C for every δ ∈ D,
(2) P(α, C) is Eα-proper (and so in particular preserves the stationarity of dom(α)), and
(3) if β is a club-sequence such that dom(α) ∩ (dom(β) ∪ rng(β)) = ∅ and S ⊆ ω1 is a stationary set disjoint from
dom(α), then P(α, C) is S-proper and Eβ -proper.
Proof. Since α is a guessing club-sequence, by a density argument the set D added by P(α, C) is unbounded in ωV1 .
Now suppose 〈Ni : i < τ0〉 is an ∈-chain of countable elementary substructures of 〈Hθ ,∈,<〉 (for some suitably
large θ and some well-order < of Hθ ) containing P(γ , C) and such that, letting δi = Ni ∩ ω1 for all i < τ0,
{δi : i < τ0} is an initial segment of a final segment of a member of Eα. Let also d be a condition in N0. Since
dom(α) ∩ {δi : i < τ0} is empty, we may build a descending sequence (di )i<τ0 of conditions extending d such that,
for each i ,
(i) di ∈ Ni+1 if i + 1 < λ0,
(ii) max(di ) = δi , and
(iii) di ∩ δi is the union of an (Ni , P(γ , C))-generic sequence.
Finally, (
⋃
i<τ0 di ) ∪ {δ} is a condition extending d which, by construction, is (Ni , P(γ , C))-generic for each
Ni . This proves (2). In particular P(α, C) preserves the stationarity of dom(α), and therefore also ω1, so that
(1) also follows. That P(α, C) is S-proper for every stationary set S disjoint from dom(α) is trivial and, by an
argument as above, it is also immediate to see that it is Eβ -proper whenever β is a club-sequence such that
dom(α) ∩ (dom(β) ∪ rng(β)) is empty. 
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The following lemma, which follows now immediately from Lemmas 3.6, 3.8 and 3.9 by standard forcing iteration
arguments, is the final ingredient of the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Lemma 3.10. Given two sequences 〈αν : ν < λ〉, 〈βν : ν < λ〉 of club-sequences as in the conclusion of Lemma 3.2
there is a partial orderQ such that




(2) Q forces that 〈αν : ν < λ〉 is a specifiable sequence of club-sequences.
Proof. Q is Pω2 for a countable support iteration 〈Pα : α ≤ ω2〉 of forcings of the form R(γ ) (for ladder systems γ
for which there is some ν such that dom(γ ) is contained in dom(αν) and such that γ is disjoint from αν and for ladder




ν)) and of forcings of the form P(αν, C) for some ν and some club C ⊆ ω1.
By Lemmas 3.6, 3.8 and 3.9, each of the building blocks of our iteration is ω1\⋃ν<λ dom(αν)-proper and Eαν -
proper for all ν. For forcings of the form P(αν, C) this follows from Lemma 3.9, since dom(αν) ∩ (dom(αν ′) ∪
rng(αν
′
)) is empty for all distinct ν, ν′. By Lemma 3.8, every forcing of the form R(γ )∗ is σ -closed and thus, in
particular, it is S-proper for every S ⊆ ω1 and Eα-proper for every club-sequence α. Lastly, note that a forcing of the
form R(γ ) is always proper by Lemma 3.6 and that, if there is some ν0 such that dom(γ ) ⊆ dom(αν0) and γ is disjoint
from αν0 or else dom(γ ) has empty intersection with
⋃
ν<λ(dom(αν)∪rng(αν)), then γδ ∩αν	 is bounded in δ for each
δ ∈ dom(γ ), each ν and each 	 ≥ δ in dom(αν),17 so that the extra hypothesis of Lemma 3.6 applies and R(γ ) is Eαν -
proper for all ν. Hence, by the preservation of Eαν -properness (Lemma 3.4) and of ω1\
⋃
ν<λ dom(αν)-properness
under countable support iterations, Q is Eαν -proper for each ν < λ and ω1\
⋃
ν<λ dom(αν)-proper. Note that each
of the above forcings has size 2ℵ0 and collapses the continuum to ω1. Therefore we may assume that CH holds in
the ground model, so that in particular Q has the ℵ2-chain condition, and as a consequence every ladder system
and every club added by Q appears at some initial stage of the iteration. Finally, by the use of some bookkeeping
function, we may ensure that all ladder systems γ and all clubs C being added at some initial stage of the iteration
are taken care of. It follows that each αν is forced to be a maximal strongly guessing club-sequence for dom(αν),
that each ladder system with domain disjoint from ⋃ν(dom(αν) ∪ rng(αν)) is forced to be avoidable, and that it is
forced, for every ladder system γ with stationary domain contained in
⋃
ν rng(α
ν), that there is a club C such that
{δ ∈ C ∩ dom(γ ) : γδ ∩ C is bounded in δ} is stationary, and therefore γ is not strongly guessing. The point here
is that if S ∈ V [Gα] is a stationary subset of ω1\⋃ν<λ dom(αν) (where Gα is a generic filter for Pα), then Q/Gα
is forcing-equivalent in V [Gα] to a countable support iteration of S-proper forcings,18 hence to an S-proper forcing,
and therefore preserves the stationarity of S. This finishes the proof of Lemma 3.10. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 follows now immediately from Lemmas 3.2 and 3.10: Suppose we are given A ⊆ ω1.
We fix two disjoint stationary subsets S and W of ω1 and also partitions (Sν)ν<ot (A), (Wν)ν<ot (A) of S and of
W , respectively, into stationary sets such that Sν ∩ (ν + 1) = ∅ for each ν > 0. By forcing with the poset given
by Lemma 3.2 and then with the one given by Lemma 3.10, we know that there is a poset P that preserves each
stationary set disjoint from S and each of the Sν and that forces that there is a specifiable sequence 〈αν : ν < ot (A)〉
of club-sequences and a sequence 〈Cν : ν < ot (A)〉 of clubs such that dom(αν) = Sν ∩ Cν for all ν and such that
〈ht (αν) : ν < ot (A)〉 is the increasing enumeration of {ω1+ξ : ξ ∈ A}.
It remains only to prove that P is proper, and this can be shown by the same argument as for the proof that the poset
P0 in Lemma 3.2 is proper: Let P = P0 ∗ Q˙, where P0 is as given by Lemma 3.2 and Q˙ is a name for the poset given
by Lemma 3.10. Let θ0 be a cardinal larger than 2|P |, let < be a well-order of Hθ0 and let θ = (2θ0)+. Let also N be
a countable elementary substructure of Hθ containing P0 ∗ Q˙ and let 〈p0, q˙〉 be a condition in N . We may assume
that there is some ν such that N ∩ ω1 ∈ Sν . As in the proof of Lemma 3.2, we may build an ∈-chain (Ni )i<τ (for
τ = ω1+ξ and for ξ being the ν-th member of the strictly increasing enumeration of A) of elementary substructures
of N ∩ Hθ0 such that
⋃
i Ni = N ∩ Hθ0, and we may extend p0 to a condition p1 which is (N,P0)-generic and
17 Because rng(αν) ∩ rng(αν′ ) = ∅ for all distinct ν, ν′ and because αν	 is a club of 	 for every ν and every 	 ∈ dom(α	).
18 By a standard argument as in the proof of Theorem 4.6 in [7], using the fact that every countable set of ordinals in V [Gα ] is covered by a
countable set of ordinals in V (because Pα is ω1\
⋃
ν<λ dom(αν)-proper).
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which forces that {Ni ∩ ω1 : i < τ } is ανN∩ω1 (where (〈αν : ν < ot (A)〉, 〈β
ν : ν < ot (A)〉) is the pair, as in
Lemma 3.10, added by P0). Then, since Q˙ is forced to be Eαν -proper, p1 forces that there is a condition q˙1 extending
q˙ and (Ni [G˙P0], Q˙)-generic for every i (and therefore (N[G˙P0 ], Q˙)-generic). It follows that 〈p1, q˙1〉 is a condition
extending 〈p, q˙〉 which is (N,P0 ∗ Q˙)-generic. This finishes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Theorem 1.4 follows now easily. In fact, the slightly more informative Theorem 3.11 below is an immediate
corollary of Theorem 1.4 and of the results in Section 2.
Theorem 3.11. Let P0(x) and P1(x) be the following properties about x:
(a) P0(x): x is a countable ordinal and there is a specifiable sequence of club-sequences such that ω1+x is the height
of one of its members.
(b) P1(x): x is a countable ordinal and there is a specifiable-sequence of club-sequences such that ω1+x is not the
height of any of its members.
Then,
(1a) P0(x) can be expressed by a Σ4 formula Φ∗0 (x) over 〈Hω2,∈〉 and by a Σ3 formula Φ0(x) over 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 〉,
(1b) P1(x) can be expressed by a Σ4 formula Φ∗1 (x) over 〈Hω2,∈〉 and by a Σ3 formula Φ1(x) over 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 〉,
(2) ZFC proves that there is no x ∈ Hω2 such that
〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 〉 | Φ0(x) ∧ Φ1(x),
and
(3) given any A ⊆ ω1 there is a proper poset forcing
A = {x ∈ Hω2 : 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 〉 | Φ0(x)}
and
ω1\A = {x ∈ Hω2 : 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 〉 | Φ1(x)}.
Proof. For (1a), note that P0(x) is expressed by saying “x ∈ ω1 and there is A (= 〈αν : ν < λ〉, for some nonzero
λ ≤ ω1) such that (a)–(e) from 2.1 hold and such that ω1+x = ht (αν) for some ν < λ”, i.e., P0(x) can be expressed
by a formula of the form
x ∈ ω1 ∧ (∃λ, 1 ≤ λ ≤ ω1, ∃A = 〈αν : ν < λ〉 ∃ν < λ) such that
(i) φa(A) ∧ · · · ∧ φe(A), and
(ii) ω1+x = ht (αν)
where φa(x), φb(x), etc. are formulas expressing the properties about x stated in (a), (b), etc. from Definition 2.1
for A (= 〈αν : ν < λ〉). φa(x) and φb(x) can be written, respectively, as a Σ1 formula and as a Π1 formula (over
〈Hω2,∈〉). Note that φc(x) can be expressed by saying that for every ν ∈ λ, every club C ⊆ ω1 and every ladder
system γ defined on dom(αν) and disjoint from αν there exists a club D ⊆ ω1 such that, for all δ ∈ D ∩ dom(αν),
sup(ανδ \C) < δ and sup(γδ ∩ D) < δ. Hence, φc(x) can be written as a Π2 formula over 〈Hω2,∈〉. φd(x) can be
expressed by saying that for every ladder system γ defined on
⋃
ν<λ rng(α
ν) either there is a club C ⊆ ω1 disjoint
from dom(γ ) or there is a club C ⊆ ω1 such that for every club D ⊆ ω1 there is δ ∈ D ∩dom(γ ) with sup(γδ\C) = δ
(equivalently, such that {δ ∈ dom(γ ) ∩ C : sup(γδ\C) < δ} ∈ N Sω1 ). Hence, it can be written as a Π3 formula
over 〈Hω2,∈〉 and as a Π2 formula over 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 〉. Finally, φe(x) can be clearly written as a Π2 formula over
〈Hω2,∈〉 and ‘ω1+ξ = ht (αν)’ is a Δ1 property about (ξ,A, ν). Thus, P0(x) can be expressed over 〈Hω2,∈〉 as a
formulaΦ∗0 (x) of the form (∃y)[φ1(x, y)∧· · ·∧φ6(x, y)], where each φi (x, y) is aΠ3 formula – and thereforeΦ∗0 (x)
is equivalent to a Σ4 formula. Similarly, P0(x) can be expressed over 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 〉 as a formulaΦ0(x) of the above
form with each ϕi (x, y) being a Π2 formula – and therefore Φ0(x) is equivalent to a Σ3 formula.
(1b) is argued for similarly, noting that P1(x) can be expressed by saying that x is a countable ordinal and that
there is A (= 〈αν : ν < λ〉, for some nonzero λ ≤ ω1) such that (a)–(e) from Definition 2.1 hold and such
that ω1+x /∈ {ht (αν) : ν < λ}. Finally, (2) and (3) follow immediately from Lemma 2.1 and from Theorem 3.1,
respectively. 
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4. A simply definable well-order of H (ω2)
Next I will show how to modify the forcing construction in the proof of Theorem 3.1 in order to deal with
Theorem 1.5. The result proved in this section can be quoted in the following way.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose (Ui )i<ω1 is a sequence of pairwise disjoint stationary subsets of ω1 with ω1\
⋃
i<ω1 Ui
stationary and 	 is a ladder system defined on Lim(ω1). If there is an inaccessible cardinal, then there is a proper
poset forcing the following two statements:
(i) There is a specifiable sequence 〈αν : ν < ω1〉 of club-sequences such that {ht (αν) : ν < ω1} codes19
〈	, (Ui )i<ω1 〉.
(ii) {(x, y) ∈ Hω2 × Hω2 : 〈Hω2,∈〉 | Θ(x, y, 〈	, (Ui )i<ω1 〉)} (where Θ(x, y, z) is the Σ2 formula fixed just after
Theorem 1.2) is a well-order of Hω2 of order type ω2.20
Let p = 〈	, (Ui )i<ω1 〉. Theorem 4.1 can be proved by shuffling in, in the forcing construction from Theorem 3.1,
proper posets of the type considered by Moore in [10] for forcing the relevant instances of a <p b or b <p a (with
<p as in the statement of Theorem 1.2): Fix S, W , (Sν)ν<ω1 and (Wν)ν<ω1 as in the hypothesis of Lemma 3.2 (for
λ = ω1) such that (S ∪ W )∩⋃i<ω1 Ui = ∅. Let A be a subset of ω1 coding, in our fixedΔ1 way, p := 〈	, (Ui )i<ω1 〉.
By Lemma 3.2 we may fix a proper poset P of size 2ℵ0 adding a sequence 〈αν : ν < ω1〉 of club-sequences
satisfying its conclusion with S, W , (Sν)ν , (Wν)ν and such that 〈ht (αν) : ν < ω1〉 is the increasing enumeration of
{ω1+ξ : ξ ∈ A}.
Let us work now in VP . By [10], given two disjoint stationary subsets W0 and W1 of ω1 and a ladder system 	
there is a proper partial order PW0,W1, 	 of size 2ℵ1 forcing that there is an ordinal δ < ω2 and a ⊆-continuous and
⊆-increasing sequence (Xν)ν<ω1 of countable subsets of δ witnessing (a) and (b) from the statement of Theorem 1.2
(for W0, W1 and 	). Specifically, we can take PW0,W1, 	 to be the forcing of countable approximations to a club
satisfying (a) and (b) from Theorem 1.2 (for W0, W1 and 	) for δ = ω2. In particular, if N is a countable structure
with N ∩ω1 ∈ ω1\(W0 ∪W1), then any (N, PW0,W1, 	)-generic sequence can be extended to an (N, PW0,W1, 	)-generic
condition. Hence, if dom(α) and rng(α) are disjoint from W0 and W1, then PW0,W1, 	 is Eαν -proper for all ν < ω1.





Now we build a forcing iteration Q˙ as in the proof of Lemma 3.10, making sure that 〈αν : ν < ω1〉 is forced to
be a specifiable sequence of club-sequences. This time the length of the iteration is an inaccessible cardinal κ and,
besides forcing with the relevant instances of R(γ ), R(γ )∗ and P(αν, C), we also force along it with PW B0 ,W B1 , 	 for
all B ⊆ ω1 arising during the iteration.
Since, by a remark above, all components of Q˙ are Ui -proper and Eαν -proper for all i and all ν,21 so is Q˙. Since
κ is inaccessible, the iteration has the κ-chain condition and it can be accomplished. Note that, in VP∗Q˙, for every
B ⊆ ω1 there is an ordinal δ < ω1 and a sequence (Xν)ν<ω1 witnessing (a) and (b) from Theorem 1.2 for W B0 and
W B1 . We thus have that <p is, in V
P∗Q˙
, a well-order of Hω2 of order type ω2. Finally, the properness of P ∗ Q˙ is
proved in exactly the same way as in Theorem 3.1.
Theorem 1.5 follows now immediately, in fact in the form stated next (again using Lemma 2.1):
Theorem 4.2. Let P(x, y) be the property “There is a ladder system 	, a sequence (Ui )i<ω1 of mutually disjoint
stationary subsets of ω1 and a specifiable sequence 〈αν : ν < ω1〉 of club-sequences such that {ξ < ω1 :
ω1+ξ = ht (αν), ν < ω1} codes22 p := 〈	, (Ui )i<ω1〉, and such that Θ(x, y, p)” (for the formula Θ fixed right
after Theorem 1.2). Then, the following hold:
(1) P(x, y) can be expressed by means of a Σ4 formula Φ∗(x, y) over the structure 〈Hω2,∈〉 and by means of a Σ3
formula Φ(x, y) over the structure 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 〉.
19 In some fixed standard Δ1 way.
20 In other words, letting p = 〈	, (Ui )i<ω1 〉, <p , as defined in Theorem 1.2, is a well-order of Hω2 of order type ω2.
21 Because (W B0 ∪ W B1 ) ∩ (dom(αν) ∪ rng(αν)) = ∅ for all ν and all B .
22 In some fixed standard Δ1 way.
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(2) ZFC proves that there are no x, y ∈ Hω2 , x = y, such that
〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 〉 | Φ(x, y) ∧ Φ(y, x)
(3) If there is an inaccessible cardinal, then there is a proper poset P forcing that
{(x, y) ∈ Hω2 × Hω2 : 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 〉 | Φ(x, y)}
is a well-order of Hω2 in length ω2.
Proof. (1) follows easily from the proof of Theorem 3.11: P(x, y) is expressed by saying (∃ 	, (Ui )i<ω1 , 〈αν : ν <
ω1〉) such that
(i) 	 is a ladder system and (Ui )i<ω1 is a sequence of mutually disjoint stationary subsets of ω1,
(ii) 〈αν : ν < ω1〉 is a specifiable sequence of club-sequences and {ξ < ω1 : (∃ν < ω1) ω1+ξ = ht (αν)} codes
〈	, (Ui )i<ω1 〉, and
(iii) Θ(x, y, 〈	, (Ui )i<ω1 〉)
(i) is a Σ2 property about 	 and (Ui )i<ω1 (over 〈Hω2,∈〉). Also, by the proof of Theorem 3.11, (ii) can be written
as a Σ4 sentence (over 〈Hω2,∈〉) with 〈αν : ν < ω1〉 and 〈	, (Ui )i<ω1 〉 as parameters or as a Σ3 sentence (over 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 〉) with the same parameters. And finally, (iii) is a Σ2 formula, over 〈Hω2,∈〉, with 〈	, (Ui )i<ω1 〉 as parameter.
Thus, P(x, y) can be expressed, over 〈Hω2,∈〉, by a Σ4 formula and, over 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 〉, by a Σ3 formula.
Conclusion (2) follows easily too: Since the set A of ξ < ω1 for which there is a specifiable sequence
〈αν : ν < ω1〉 of club-sequences such that ω1+ξ = ht (αν) for some ν < ω1 is, by Lemma 2.1, uniquely
defined, the pair 〈	, (Ui )i<ω1 〉 coded by A is also unique. But, by the choice of Θ(x, y, z), given a ladder system
	 and a sequence (Ui )i<ω1 of pairwise disjoint stationary subsets of ω1, there can be no distinct a, b ∈ Hω2 such that
〈Hω2,∈〉 | Θ(a, b, 〈	, (Ui )i<ω1〉) ∧Θ(b, a, 〈	, (Ui )i<ω1 〉).
Finally, (3) follows from Theorem 4.1. 
5. The main results are quite sharp
In this final section I will show in which sense Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 are close to optimal. The results proved here
will rely closely on theorems due to Woodin. They show that “Σ3” cannot be replaced, in the formulation of any of
Theorem 1.4 or Theorem 1.5, by “Π2”, and that, in the formulation of Theorem 1.4, it is not possible to replace “Σ3”
and “〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 〉” by, respectively, “Π2” and “〈Hω2,∈〉”.
Let us temporarily say that two formulas Φ0(x) and Φ1(x) with a real number r as parameter are necessarily
incompatible if, for every generic extension M of L(R) satisfying ZFC, 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 , r〉M | ¬(Φ0(x)∧Φ1(x)) for
every x ∈ H Mω2 . Let us also say that a formulaΦ(x, y) is necessarily antisymmetric in case for every generic extension
M of L(R) satisfying ZFC, 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 , r〉M | (¬∃ x, y)(x = y ∧ Φ(x, y) ∧ Φ(y, x)).
The following result shows that, in the presence of large cardinals, it is not possible to code any stationary and
co-stationary arbitrary subset A of ω1 and its complement ω1\A by pairs of necessarily incompatible Π2 formulas
over 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 〉.
Theorem 5.1. Given any stationary and co-stationary A ⊆ ω1, if AD holds in L(R) and if there is a Woodin cardinal
below a measurable cardinal,23 then there is no pair (Φ0(x),Φ1(x)) of necessarily incompatible Π2 formulas over
〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 , r〉r∈R such that
A = {α < ω1 : 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 , r〉r∈R | Φ0(α)}
and
ω1\A = {α < ω1 : 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 , r〉r∈R | Φ1(α)}
23 These hypotheses follow, by a result of Woodin, from the existence of infinitely many Woodin cardinals below a measurable cardinal.
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Proof. This follows immediately from Woodin’s theory of Pmax forcing. Pmax is a forcing, definable in L(R), which,
if xĎ exists for every real x , is σ -closed (in V and in L(R)) and homogeneous. Assume ADL(R) and suppose
there is a Woodin cardinal below a measurable cardinal. Now suppose, towards a contradiction, that there is a
stationary and co-stationary A ⊆ ω1 and there are necessarily incompatible Π2 formulas Φ0(x) and Φ1(x) over
the structure 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 , r〉r∈R with a real r0 as parameter such that Φ0(x) (resp. Φ1(x)) defines A (resp. ω1\A)
over 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 , r0〉. Let G be Pmax generic over L(R).
Then, since 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 , r0〉 | Φ	(α) (for each 	 ∈ {0, 1} and each α < ω1) is expressible by a Π2 sentence
over the structure 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 , r〉r∈R, it follows from the proof of Theorem 4.65 in [13] that 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 , r0〉 |
Φ0(α) and 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 , r0〉 | Φ1(β) hold in L(R)[G] whenever α ∈ A and β ∈ ω1\A. Thus, since Φ0(x)
and Φ1(x) are necessarily incompatible and since, under ADL(R), L(R)[G] is a model of ZFC, A and ω1\A are,
respectively, the set of α < ω1 such that 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 , r0〉L(R)[G] | Φ0(α) and the set of α < ω1 such that〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 , r0〉L(R)[G] | Φ1(α). By the homogeneity of Pmax, these sets are, respectively, the set of α < ω1 such
that Pmax forces in L(R) that 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 , r0〉 | Φ0(α) holds and the set of α < ω1 such that Pmax forces in L(R)
that 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 , r0〉 | Φ1(α) holds. Then, by the definability of the forcing relation over ZF-models, A, which is
a stationary and co-stationary subset of ω1, belongs to L(R), and that contradicts Solovay’s result that the club filter
on ω1 is an ultrafilter under AD (see [8]). 
Applying the same kind of argument we can prove the following result:
Theorem 5.2. Assume ADL(R) and suppose there is a Woodin cardinal with a measurable above. Then there is no
necessarily antisymmetric Π2 formula Φ(x, y) over the structure 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 , r〉r∈R such that
{(a, b) ∈ R×R : 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 , r〉r∈R | Φ(a, b)}
is a well-order of R.
Proof. Assuming ADL(R), together with the existence of a Woodin cardinal with a measurable above, if Φ(x, y) is a
Π2 formula over the structure 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 , r〉r∈R such that the relation defined onR byΦ(x, y) is both a well-order
of R and necessarily antisymmetric, then, whenever a, b are reals for which 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 , r〉r∈R | Φ(a, b) holds
in the universe, so does 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 , r〉r∈R | Φ(a, b) hold in L(R)Pmax , so that, by the necessary antisymmetry of
Φ(x, y), the set of (a, b) ∈ R × R such that 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 , r〉r∈R | Φ(a, b) holds in the universe would coincide
with the set of (a, b) ∈ R×R such that Pmax forces over L(R) that Φ(a, b) holds in 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 , r〉r∈R. Hence, in
L(R) there would be a well-order of the reals, which again contradicts ADL(R). 
Hence, if ADL(R), together with the existence of a Woodin cardinal below a measurable cardinal, is preserved
under set-forcing24 and A ⊆ ω1 is a stationary and co-stationary set, then there can be no partial order preserving
the stationarity of A and of ω1\A and forcing that there are necessarily incompatible Π2 formulas Φ0(x) and Φ1(x)
over 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 , r〉r∈R such that A and ω1\A are defined over 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 , r〉r∈R by, respectively, Φ0(x) and
Φ1(x). And, under the same hypotheses, there can be no poset forcing that there is a necessarily antisymmetric Π2
formula over 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 , r〉r∈R defining, over 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 , r〉r∈R, a well-order of R.
Using a stronger large cardinal assumption, a similar kind of limitative result, this time for Σ2 formulas over
〈Hω2,∈〉, can be proved modulo Theorem 10.161 in [13]:
Theorem 5.3. If there is a proper class of measurable Woodin cardinals, then there is no pair (Φ0(x),Φ1(x)) of
ZFC-provably incompatible Σ2 formulas over 〈Hω2,∈〉 with the property that for every A ⊆ ω1 there is a poset
forcing A = {α < ω1 : 〈Hω2,∈〉 | Φ0(α)} and ω1\A = {α < ω1 : 〈Hω2,∈〉 | Φ1(α)}. In fact there is no pair
(Φ0(x),Φ1(x)) of provably incompatible Σ2 formulas over 〈Hω2,∈〉 for which there are posets P0 and P1 such that
P0 〈Hω2,∈〉 | Φ0(0) and P1 〈Hω2,∈〉 | Φ1(0).
Proof. By [13], Theorem 10.161 and [13], Definition 10.156, under the above large cardinal hypothesis there is a
subset B ⊆ ω1 such that 〈Hω2,∈〉L[B] | σ whenever σ is a forcible Σ2 sentence over 〈Hω2,∈〉. Therefore, if there
were Φ0(x), Φ1(x) and P0, P1 as above, then 〈Hω2,∈〉L[B] | Φ0(0) ∧ Φ1(0), which is impossible since Φ0(x) and
Φ1(x) were supposed to be ZFC-provably incompatible. 
24 This follows, again by the result of Woodin mentioned above, from the existence of a proper class of Woodin cardinals.
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The negative results contained in Theorems 5.1–5.3 show that Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 are close to optimal. However,
I do not know the answer to the following questions:
Question 5.1. Is it possible to prove versions of either Theorem 1.4 or Theorem 1.5 referring to 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 〉 but
with Σ2 instead of Σ3? Is it even possible to prove a version of Theorem 1.5 referring to 〈Hω2,∈〉 and with Σ2 instead
of Σ3?
Question 5.2. Is it possible to prove versions of either Theorem 1.4 or Theorem 1.5 with 〈Hω2,∈〉 replacing the more
expressive 〈Hω2,∈, N Sω1 〉 and/or with Π3 replacing Σ3?25
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